All of mankind stand in awe to the miraculous renaissance of the Jew in Eretz-Yisroel-Israel. The words of the prophets in the Bible have come to life. It is our prayer that Jews and Arabs will be able to reconcile their differences and live in peace and harmony as Jews and Arabs both Semites share a wonderful common heritage and history of co-existing in brotherly peace and harmony for the past 2400 years. We leave it to the Jews living in Israel to work out the details that will ensure them a Jewish Israel and grant Palestinians and other Arabs dignity and respect and remove all their suffering without endangering Jewish lives.

Otherwise, the security of Jewish lives takes precedence. That is Halacha—Jewish Law. That is a fundamental law of self-preservation. Nowhere in any code of law does it state that one has to commit suicide to oblige another person. Israel belongs to the Jewish people by the ordinance of G-D written in the Bible. Plus the fact that the Jews have conquered the land. Jews have as much right to the land that they conquer as much as any country in existence for the last 5000 years who set their boundaries by conquest. To deny the Jews that right means that the USA would have to return all its country to the Native Indians. Israel is willing to accommodate and lessen the suffering of the Palestinians; but is forbidden to commit suicide. The same anti-Semites who were accomplices to Hitler in 1939-1944 in the murder of six million are the same individual who advise Israel today to commit suicide by accommodating the Palestinians and Arabs. As we have shown all such countries have their own interests in mind. These interests are self-serving. Plus the fact that Anti-Semitism is still burning very strong in the hearts and minds of these individuals. Hitler and the Nazis are dead so now the Palestinians and Arabs become the proxies to murder Jews. The English Common Law of accomplices receiving the identical punishment of the
murderers has been abolished in the European countries that have a history of 1700 years of murdering Jews and later non Jews as I have elaborated above. Only in the USA this sensible law is in operation. There exists a good reason for the abolition of the accomplice law in Europe. Otherwise all the governmental policy that employs foreign thugs to kill Jews and others whom the government wants rubbed out would be stymied, would the accomplice law remain on the books.

In a court of American law all those individuals who were accomplices in the murder of six million Jews -even if they be allied officials - would be handed the same sentence as the murderers. An accomplice is held to the same punishment as the murderer. The fact that all the Allied officials were not tried at Nuremberg together with the Nazis and given the same punishment is because of political reasons. Be it as it may, it is a crime for ANY Jew in Israel or elsewhere to agree to abandon our hard won victory and miracle from G-d and fall for the criminal propaganda that the same enemies of the Jews in 1939-1944 are now trying to brain wash Jews in Israel to abandon our sovereignty. Never again will Jews return and depend on the mercy of these individuals.

One is mandated to take any action even to kill one a hundred a thousand a million or a billion to safe guard your life. hakom lehorgeho hashkem vehorgo. If anyone arises to kill you preempt and destroy them. There exists no rights for those individuals like terrorists that want to kill Jews. The Israeli Secret Service must be given all rights including to torture the terrorists to extract information in order to save Jewish lives. There exists no greater humane law than to save your life. When terrorists have announced their goal to kill Jews and destroy Israel it is a crime to give these terrorists any rights. There exists no rights for anyone to enable them to kill you or destroy Israel. Any law that ensures the security of Israel is the will of G-d. that supersedes any basic human rights. If it is a question of Israel remaining a democracy or a Jewish state one is mandated by G-d in the Torah according to Hallacha to elect that Israel remain a Jewish state. This law supercedes all laws pekuach nefesh doche kol hatorah kulo. The saving
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of your life supercedes all laws - including the international laws crafted by
the Europeans to bind The Jew’s hands and render him helpless. The
Europeans have a history of 1700 years of crafting laws making it legal to
commit murder by the simple expedient of declaring war and then commit
grand larceny by stealing the property of all their weaker neighbors. There
does not exist one country in the world that has not set their boundaries
by this simple legal devise of murder and grand larceny. Now these
hypocrites are preaching to the Jew and attempting to brainwash him with “morality and ethical” behavior toward the Palestinians. Let the Europeans
first practice what they preach before they admonish the Jew.
INTELLECTUAL ASSAULT AGAINST THE JEW
315-2007 ACE

THE JEWISH DIASPORA IN ROME EGYPT [PRE CHRISTIAN TIMES]
BABYLONIA PERSIA
UNDER THE MOSLEMS AFRICANS HINDUS AND BUDDHISTS

ARCHEOLOGY AS AN ALLY TO REPEL THE LIES OF THE ANTI-SEMITES

Deadly lies slander and libel have been the favorite tools that Anti-Semites have employed against Jews and Judaism for the last 2300 years. One of the earliest anti-Semites to use such lies was a Greek living in Egypt by the name of Apion. He lived at the time of the Jewish Philosopher Philo. In addition to libeling Jews and Judaism he also headed a delegation to Rome to reduce the rights that Jews were granted by Rome who controlled Egypt. He was opposed by Philo. Apion won but the Roman Emperor soon died or was killed and the new Roman Emperor restored Jewish rights.

Years later Josephus wrote a book called against Apion that answered the deadly lies deceptions and libel of Apion. Josephus also wrote 24 books that chronicled the war against Rome in 70ACE that ended with the burning of the Holy Temple. Together with the revolt by Bar Kochba in 130 ACE that was also crushed by Rome over one million Jews war killed, sold into
slavery or used as gladiators by the Romans.

However when Jews did not revolt in most instances the Romans granted the Jews freedom of religion. Although the Romans worshiped a pantheon of gods they did not impose their faith on the conquered countries. There existed a Roman Anti-Semite Tacitus. He repeated then same lies as Apion and added embellishments of his own. There existed other Anti-Semites who added embellishments of their own to the lies distortions and forgeries. However the Roman Government was not impressed by these hate mongers in their policy of granting religious liberty to all their residents and citizens. In this respect they followed the Assyrian Babylonian and Persian models and their policy was followed by the Muslims after 750ACE when they conquered North Africa the Middle East and half of the Iberian Peninsula. The rulers of Hindu India and Buddah China followed a similar tolerant policy of freedom of religion to other faiths in most periods of history. However the lies of the Greek and Roman anti Semites were resurrected by religious Anti Semites 315 ACE -1840 ACE and later by secularist Anti Semites 1840-2007. The haters are not only ignorant laymen; but PHDs from prestigious universities in Germany France and Great Britain. All or many of the Nazi commanders in the death camps were PHDs

We were given a treat when the university professors of Great Britain decided to engage in a boycott of Israeli professors because the Israeli professors do not pressure Israel to adopt a position that would spell suicide for Israel. The Physician union and the union of freight and transportation were going to boycott their Israeli counterparts if they would not pressure the Israeli government to commit suicide. Never mind that Great Britain considered such a boycott illegal Great Britain is one of the countries that voted to repeal the English Common Law holding accessories not liable. But these English Anti-Semites mandated that the Jew turn the other cheek while they do the beating of the Jew, otherwise they would boycott the Jew. I feel that these English Anti-Semites should be held accountable for their action. They all should be persecuted in every court of law to bankrupt them
No wonder that as of September 30, 2007 they withdrew their boycott with a note that they were advised that it was unlawful. They should likewise be held accountable for all the misery persecutions in all parts of the world where hundreds of thousands of people are being killed and forced to become refugees and these professors or physicians or traffic and freight managers did zero to help. These professors physicians and traffic managers should be given the same treatment that they reserved for the Israeli Jew. They also should be considered personally responsible for what Great Britain did to the Jews 1920-1947. They should personally be responsible as accomplices for the murder of six million Jews who perished 1939-1944 at the hands of the Nazis and 22,000 Israeli Jews who perished as a result of Great Britain aiding the Arabs 1947-2007. All legal civil and criminal means in all courts of the world should be used to ensure that these Anti-Semites pay.

Jews enjoyed religious freedom under the Babylonians who destroyed the First Temple and exiled the tribe of Judah and Benjamin to Babylonia 2500 years ago. They made the Jews feel very comfortable. They even granted Jews a semi-autonomous status. Jews decided to remain in Babylonia after Cyrus emperor of Persia who conquered Babylonia granted permission for them to return to Israel. Only 42,500 Jews returned. Jews remained in Babylonia later known as Iraq for 2,500 years until the state of Israel was formed. Jews retained semi autonomous status under most Muslim rulers. For a period of time they enjoyed this status in Poland in the Vaad or union of four lands in 1400-1600.

Jews for the last 2500 years followed a policy of not having all your eggs in one basket. Jews by necessity if not by choice lived in the Diaspora because the chances of Jews remaining alive were greater. They lived in those countries that would admit Jews. Thus Jews lived not only in Babylon Persia but also in Egypt Africa-Ethiopia Rome France and Germany in addition to the Arabian Peninsula in Yemen and in the Indian sub Continent Burma and in Afghanistan. See Caesar and Christ by Will Durant pages 545-546. During certain periods of time Jews even had semi
autonomous or independent countries. There existed on the Arabian Peninsula at the time of the Second Temple an independent country whose Queen Helena and her son had converted to Judaism. I do not know if the population converted or not. Queen Helena donated one of the great Doors in the Temple that was made of pure gold. Her questions about the participation of women and children in the Sukah at the Jewish holiday of Sukkot is the subject of Talmudic discussion in the tractate of the Babylonian Talmud Sukkot.

There existed other independent kingdoms in the Arabian Peninsula prior to and at the time of Mohammad that were over run and destroyed and their Jewish inhabitants were dispersed to the diaspora. In Russia for several hundred years an independent kingdom of Jewish converts existed - the Kuzris that are the subject of the book by Rav Yitzexhok Hasengeri translated from Arabic by Rav Yehudi Iben Tabon. This book discusses the debate between a Christian Priest a Muslim Mullah and a Jewish Rabbinical Scholar. As a result of this debate the king of the Kuzris converted to Judaism and had all his nation convert. This kingdom was eventually conquered by its neighbors and the Jews dispersed to the diaspora.

Jewish travelers in the 1200's or 1300's reported the status of Jews living in Ethiopia. Other travelers reported the status of Jews living in India they call themselves the Bnei Menashe. since they claim they are one of the lost tribes -Menashe exiled by Sarnehereb emperor of Assyria 2700 years ago when he exiled the Northern Jewish Kingdom. In the twentieth century Jewish travelers report Jews living in Afghanistan Burma China and Japan. They all claim their roots from the exile of the ten lost tribes. Rabbi Eliahu Avichail discovered these lost tribes and wrote a book The Tribes of Israel the Lost and dispersed. He has organized a worldwide movement to have
them move to Israel and have Jews help these people to reclaim their heritage. In most instances they were treated well. In the last one hundred or 200 years many Ethiopian Jews were forced to convert to Christianity. Most Ethiopian Jews have been flown to modern Israel in an operation called operation Moses. Many of the lost Jews retained some Jewish rituals that identified and maintained their Jewishness for thousands of years. I personally have worked with anusim those Jews who trace their ancestry to Spain and Portugal to 1492 and were forced to convert. I personally guided many to reenter Judaism by going through a conditional conversion. If they are really Jews no conversion is necessary. If however in the last 500 years there existed a non Jewish mother and consequently their status is not Jewish, then the conversion would make them Jewish.

Anti-Semitism and hatred and persecution toward other religions existed when the State became the enforcer of religious dogma for a period of 1700 years in Europe. Hundreds of millions of non Jews in addition to Jews lost their lives as a result of these persecutions.

The Renaissance from 1600-1800 weakened Europeans faith in Christian dogma. The European gentile did or did not believe in Jesus; but his hatred for the Jew and Judaism remained. This obsession took a life of its own. The hatred and deprecation of the Jew was continuously reinforced by politicians in all of Europe from 1840-1934 when Hitler and the Nazis took over power in Germany. The hatred was now racial.

The intellectual assault on the Jew was the attempt of the Bible Critics to rob the Jew by Secularists as the true heirs of the Jewish Bible. These Anti-Semites claimed that since the Greeks first learned the alphabet in 600BCE The Jews who are inferior to the Greeks certainly did not know how to write. So how could they have written the Bible before. These hate mongers were not aware that in 1912 the Hammurabi Codes would be discovered in Babylonia that are scientifically dated to 2500 BCE. Thus an alphabet existed among Semites -The Babylonians are Semites. Excavations
by archeologists have discovered Ksav Ivrit the Hebrew alphabet dating to 2600 years BCE. They have discovered Ksav Ivrit 3500 years ago or 1500 BCE from the time the Jews conquered Caanan -Israel and during the time of the Judges and the time of Kings Saul David Solomon and the Northern Judaic Kingdom when the ten tribes formed their own government and the Kingdom of Judah and Benjamin. All these facts have been established by archeologists. So all the theories of the Bible Critics about the Jewish Bible not being written by Moses at the time of the Exodus from Egypt all go up in smoke. See Will Durant Our Oriental Heritage Chapter about ancient Babylonia. see Hertz Pentateuch - in back of Genesis Exodus Leviticus Numbers and Deuteronomy where he argues the case against the Bible Critics using the works of Jewish and non Jewish scholars. See Chapter 1 page 24 of Heresy by Jacques Berlinerblau citing Martin Bernal Cyrus Gordon and Ashtour that The ancient Greek consisted of 25% Hebrew 25% Egyptian and 50 % Indo-European; that the Phoenicians transmitted the Hebrew and Phoenician alphabet and language in 1800 BCE. See Bernal On the Transmission of the Alphabet,2 Black Anthena and the APA,25 Baldini Classics d’Egitto, 131. Thus the Jews at the time of the Exodus from Egypt already possessed this script.

The Greeks adopted this alphabet and then the Romans. It can be found in the American Heritage dictionary.. The Jewish alphabet is called Ksav Ivrit. When Ezra returned to Israel and built the second Temple the Jews in Babylonia had adopted an other alphabet called Ksav Ashurit. This was similar to Ksav Ivrit. However it was not the Greeks who taught the Jews and all the world how to write; but the Jews who taught the Greeks and the world. Disraeli the English prime minister who was born Jewish in 1850 when he was taunted by Anti-Semites told them that when
the English were still swinging from branches of trees like the apes; Jews were already engaged in legal discourses. Martin Bernal created an earthquake when in 1986 in Great Britain and in 1987 in the USA wrote a book called Black Athena that proved that the Greeks were illiterate savages who first tasted any civilization from the knowledge taught them by the Phoenicians who imparted Jewish and Egyptian wisdom and technical science and taught them how to write the alphabet. In 1991 a second volume appeared that provided all the scientific proof from sociology linguistic of ancient Greek Hebrew and Phoenician as well as ancient Egyptian and archeology and an analysis from ancient historical documents.

Let us for arguments sake state that Bernal is wrong. The ancient Greeks never learned from other civilizations and all their culture including their language and the art of writing was given to them by their gods. The Europeans after the renaissance assumed that they are the spiritual heirs of Greek and Roman culture. They are superior than all the Africans and Asians. In post renaissance times 1700-2007 the only way to solve all the problems in the world is to adopt the European model and lifestyle. Let us grant that their argument has merit. Before the renaissance 315 ACE -1700 ACE the Europeans believed that they possess superior knowledge and are G-d’s Chosen people since they adopted Christianity they took the place of the Jew and are the real Israel. After the renaissance they believed that they are the spiritual heirs of the Greeks and Romans. Let us for arguments sake grant that all this is true. That is the rational that the Europeans used to justify all their conquests in Africa Asia the Americas South Eastern China and the Indian sub Continent. All this can be gleaned from reading world history.

What gives them the right to conquer and enslave and forcefully convert to Christianity or forcefully teach superior European knowledge to those natives that they conquered in Africa India China the Philippines North Central and South America Australia and New Zealand?
Eight European countries Great Britain, France, Germany, Italy, Spain, Portugal, the Netherlands, and Belgium conquered all of the Indian subcontinent South Eastern China, Africa, the Philippines, New Zealand, North and South America. The combined population of Europeans was no more than three hundred or four hundred million enslaved a combined population of over one to two billion natives. Jacques Berlinerblau writing in Heresy cites Charles Tilly that between 1875 and 1915 Great Britain increased its territory by 4 million square miles; France by 3.5 million square miles; Germany by more than 1 million, Belgium and Italy by under 1 million each. See Prichard - Ancient Eastern Texts, pages 230, 232, 233.

These colonial powers forcefully converted them to Christianity. The Portuguese in North Africa, Goa, Brazil, and other territories they conquered in South America introduced the inquisition and burned thousands at the stake. The Spanish, Portuguese, English, and French made a holocaust and exterminated six million native Indians in the Americas. Spanish conquerors used to cut out and eat the human hearts of the Indians in Mexico and Peru.

In England until the early 1800s children were hanged if found guilty of robbery. But the Europeans for the past 1700 years were permitted to commit grand larceny and kill hundreds of millions of people in the process?

Bernal writes what motivated him was to expose European arrogance and feeling of superiority over anyone not European. Their attitude for 1700 years was that it is perfectly legitimate to kill and rob an inferior person. This explains the mentality of the Europeans. This mentality they inherited from their Greek and Roman ancestors, not wisdom or the art of writing or science since the Greeks never originated it in the first place.
Thus the European arrogance and greed to conquer enslave and destroy anyone not in his class in Africa Asia or any one living in Europe not of his class is further exposed. This exposes European fraud and their 1700 years of rationalization to legitimize murder and grand larceny. Thus it was not only the Jew that the Europeans killed; but every human who was weaker and less cunning whom they could take advantage and exploit their weaknesses. The Europeans used religion to get the acquiesce of the billions of people whom they enslaved. In the words of Karl Marx religion was used as the opium of the masses. After the renaissance when the Europeans questioned Christianity and relegated it as another myth adopted from the Greeks Romans Egyptian and Hindus; the Europeans then turned to science history and philosophy to vindicate their crimes and spin a noble face to their treachery. In the process the Europeans wilfully omitted and suppressed any suggestion that the conquered natives had any culture worthwhile. Otherwise why did they have to be educated by the superior Europeans? See Heresy by Jacques Berlinerblau chapter 4 page 88 footnote 21- Arendt, Origins of Totalitarianism, 160-183-184 Black Athena, 201-202, 30; Footnote 24 History of Anti-Semitism 3, 142 309; Footnote 43 -Tilly Coercion Capital and European States, 91 Hobsbawin, Age of Empire, 59 and age of Revolution, 20; Footnote 44 P. Allen Review of Black Athena film 1024 Bernal Black Athena 2, 235. and Footnote 45- Bernal Image of Ancient Greece, 126.

One of the mysteries to this debate is what difference does the whole debate make? All of the countries Ancient Greece the Phoenician the Egyptians no longer exist Isn’t the whole discussion academic? The answer is no. What set the whole intellectual world ablaze is the following:

The professors in the universities in the fields of philosophy history biology and other branches of social sciences have prostituted their craft for the last 300 years especially in the 20th and 21st century. Since mankind now worships the new gods of science these prostitutes sell their wares that they craft in the image of their sponsors. Just like the ancient Greeks and Romans crafted their gods in the image of their political agendas; so too these
modern day priests of science craft science to support all the political agendas of their sponsors.

They serve as the opinion makers of political hacks who finance their positions with grants and large donations to the universities. The professors now are the high priests of the new gods of renaissance thinking that will vindicate any political agenda of murder and grand larceny. They conspired with the colonial powers to vindicate their conquests and enslavement and exploitation of those natives whom they conquered to create another opium to put the masses to sleep and agree that the superior European is serving a higher mission by conquering and enslaving the billions of inferior in the world.

This is the thrust of Martin Bernal’s Black Athena. This is the real reason for the convulsion against him. The following is the practical application for Jews.

Other professors of philosophy history and biology possessing similar political agendas questioned the right of the Jew to live. They provided the legitimacy of killing the Jew on pure racial grounds. They stated the Nazi racist argument that the Jew is intrinsically evil. Evil is part of his very make up. It is in his blood. These monsters and criminals who are equally guilty with the Nazis provided Hitler and the Nazis with an intellectual base for his cold blooded genocide of six million Jews.

For 300 years the European powers who wanted to conquer the
world wanted to free themselves from the shackles of Christianity that gave all men a soul once they accepted Jesus. The imperialists wanted to be given greater latitude to conquer and enslave billions of weaker people. Thus they abandoned 1400 years of Christianity and created new gods -

Now that Jews have the State of Israel we find other professors who are writing books to inflame public opinion in the USA to cease support of Israel. They follow the historical precedent of all the anti Semites. In 1880 and 1890 the secret police of the Russian Czars wrote a series of books called the Protocols of the Elders of Zion that accuses world Jewry of conspiring to capture all the financial centers in the world and dominate the world.

Anti-Semites in the last 100 years as well as the Arabs today even in Egypt reprint these same forgeries and add their own embellishments to incite Arabs to kill Jews. The old Ford who produced the Ford automobile reprinted these forgeries and published a newspaper that incited Americans against Jews. He did not stop until he was sued by an American Jewish lawyer. In the 1930's prior to the second World War there were other Anti-Semites Father Caughlin who had a radio show, the German Bund and the Klu Klux Klan who incited Americans against Jews. Once the World War Two broke out and the USA joined the allies these Anti Semites fell silent. After the war we have the Ku Klux Klan and the Neo Nazis and a host of other Anti-Semites who now disguise their hatred in the robes of humanity in a crusade to destroy the Jewish State of Israel. Even if Israel is to exist Israel must admit 4 million Arabs who claim to be descendants of the 700,000 Arabs who left Israel in 1948 and now they claim to number 3 or 4 million. In that way Israel will be destroyed since the Arabs will out number the Jews. thus the Arabs will now have 3 Arab Countries Jordan Palestine and the area now occupied by Israel over run by an Arab majority comprised from Arab refugees. We also are witnessing College professors’s union in Great Britain who want to place a boycott on Israeli professors for not pressuring Israel to commit suicide.
What is imperative is to have all Jews band together which they do. The Anti Defamation League The Jewish Committee The World Jewish Congress the Orthodox Conservative Reform and Reconstruction Rabbinical Organizations work together to combat the threat to the State of Israel and to all Jews over the entire world. The fringe elements among the Jews who are against Israel in the USA Great Britain and Europe are composed of several hundred individuals who are being exploited by Anti Semites and used to show that even Jews support their anti Israel crusade to destroy Israel—all in the name of “humanism” to support Palestinian rights.

This is not a job for a lone ranger. This is an existentialist problem for all Jews living anywhere in the world. Any threat to the State of Israel’s existence as a Jewish State in Israel is an existentialist threat for every Jew in the world.

The end result of the European philosophy that Europeans are superior to everyone else in the world was a Hitler with the slogan of Deutsland iber alles. Germany is above all. The Aryans are the masters of the world. He was only echoing that the sun never sets on the British empire.

It is this propaganda that Bernal attempted to demolish. Of course he was attacked from the vested interests at the universities who get all their funding from those who are responsible for the exploitation of “inferior people—the Colored and Asians.”
It is of great interest to note that the renaissance and post renaissance gentile who questioned Christianity and relegated it as another myth adopted from the ancient mystery religions did not suffer the same fate as the Jew for the last 1700 years who refused to accept Jesus. The European gentile who killed hundreds of millions of Jews and non Jews all in the name of Jesus, now himself denied him. Nothing happened to the gentile. No one burned him at the stake.

This is true since the state has divorced itself from the church.

The French revolution and then Napoleon inaugurated a new era in Europe that replaced the values of the old order. Even those who opposed Napoleon and his new order eventually accepted it. All of Europe eventually accepted his ideas. Napoleon was smart. He made a treaty with the Pope permitting Catholicism in France. Napoleon granted Jews religious freedom and gave them all rights as citizens in France and in all the countries that he conquered.

Russia introduced communism and atheism in 1917 that replaced all formal religions. Not until the fall of the Soviet empire in 1990 was religion permitted to function openly. Even though there existed religious persecution, open anti-Semitism was severely punished. Not until near the death of Stalin were there rumors that he intended to kill many Jews. Stalin was murdered by those Soviet official whom he had planned to kill. The Soviets killed 25 million people who resisted them. The Chinese Communists killed 75 million who resisted them. After the fall of the Soviet empire Anti-Semitism reared its ugly head in Russia again. Then after 1990 there occurred a mass exodus of Russian Jews mainly to Israel as well as to Germany and other European nations and the United States.
Poland had over 3 million Jews before Hitler killed most of them. At the end of the war only 300,000 Jews survived. Six million Jews including 1 million children perished.

The entire world including the Vatican did nothing to save the Jews. Now that Jews miraculously possess Israel the head prelate of the Vatican in Israel stated in his Christmas sermon in December 2007 that he does not recognize that Israel should be a Jewish State. To identify Israel as a Jewish State would be discrimination against other religions. The thrust of the statement is to support the goal of the Palestinians to have the four million Palestinian refugees reclaim their homes in Israel and thus destroy by “democratic” means Israel as a Jewish State. The Arabs and the European Anti-Semites are very cunning. They do not hesitate to appeal to all the gods even to democracy that they denied to every one for 1700 years in order to destroy Israel and the Jews.

Never mind that every European country has the emblem of the cross on their flag. Never mind that France Poland Italy Argentina and Chile are official Catholic Countries. Never mind that the Church of England is the official Church of Great Britain. Never mind that all the Arab countries are officially Muslim. In Saudi Arabia non Muslims are not permitted to have a house of worship. Never mind that the Palestinians demand that any area given to them should have all the Jews evicted and made juden rein.

It is imperative not to surrender to the demands of the Arabs and Palestinians. It is better to remain at war with them and remain in Yehudah Shomron Gaza the Golan Heights than to have peace with them that will bring the end of the Jewish state. Halacha is very clear on this matter. If the Anti Semites want to kill Jews we are mandated to pre empt and kill them first. To save your life and the life of other Jews Yor are mandated to kill 100 1000 1 million or 1 billion of your enemies. You can kill any civilians as collateral damage.
Israel presently only kills the leaders in targeted killings. Israel is very cautious to avoid any civilian casualties. This is in contrast with the policy of Hamas Hizbullah and Fatah other Terrorist organizations that target civilians.

However as we have seen the holocaust followed the liberalization and progressive thinking and attitudes in Europe. The hatred toward the Jew is racial. The more the Jew benefits the European, the greater the hatred.

The sixty years that Jews are living in Eretz Yisroel as a free people from 1947-2007 is a period of renaissance for Jews all over the world. The haters have had their mouths bridled. Jews in Israel have defeated all their enemies. It is true that we must daily fight to survive. We have survived Thank G-d four wars with the Arab nations-Egypt, Syria, Lebanon and Jordan and two with the terrorists in Israel and in Lebanon. But we are free. If we excel we benefit the Jewish people. We are not hated and killed for being successful. This is what happened to us in Europe 1840-1945. Never again will the Jews repeat what happened to us after the Jews were emancipated in Europe and given equal rights in 1840-1945.

During the First World War hundreds of thousands Jews served in the armed forces of the Allies England France Russia and the USA. Thousands were killed and wounded. My father served in the Polish armed forces in the medical corp—even though he was not a doctor—during the First World war.
Over 100,000 Jews served in the armed forces of the Central Powers Germany and her allies. 13,000 were killed. When Hitler came to power in 1934 and the Jews sent him a list of Jews who served and died for Germany he never responded.

In the Second World War over millions of Jews from over the world served in the Allied armed forces including the Russian army. Hundreds of thousands were killed or wounded.

Jews in Europe gave up Judaism in order to be accepted

What the Jews got in return was the holocaust.

Jewish success and attempt to melt in the same pot as the non Jew in Europe - assimilate- brought the Jew the holocaust. It brought hundreds of millions of non Jewish corpses when Europeans and non Europeans who were forcefully administered a dose of European “civilization”. For every Jew killed a thousand and one non Jews were murdered. See Jews G-d and History by Max I. Dimont page 220-224. The Crusaders started out to kill Jews in Europe and they murdered 100,000 Jews before starting out to the Middle East. They killed a million Frenchmen - every man woman and child in the Albigensian massacre; They not the Muslims almost destroyed the Byzantine Christian empire in Constantinople. The Byzantine Empire was routed
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in 1453 by the Turks. The Jews expelled by the Byzantine Christians before the Crusades fled to Muslim countries and escaped the ravages and killings of the Crusade wars See Ibid page 222.

In 1183 the Greek Orthodox Christians slaughtered tens or hundreds of thousands of Italians - Roman Catholics. The favor was repaid in 1204 years later when the Latin Roman Catholics raised an army in the Fourth Crusade and massacred hundreds of thousands of Greek Orthodox - every man woman and child. They laid waste to the Byzantine Empire and captured Constantinople. They divided up their empire in accordance with the countries who volunteered. The Greek Orthodox managed to defeat eventually the Roman Catholics. They in turn were routed by the Turks in 1453. See Byzantine Civilization by Steven Runciman page 100, 105 Jews G-d and History by Max I. Dimont page 222.

For the first 300 years Christians were hiding from the persecution and crucifixion of the Romans. After 325 ACE For the next 300 years Christians were busy formulating their faith and deciding as to the precise verses and versions of the New Testament that would reflect

the decisions of the various synods.

See Jews G-d and History by Max I. Dimont; Miracles of the Gods
In 390 the grandsons of Constantine divided up the Roman Empire. One grandson took the West with Rome being his capital. The Roman Catholic Church followed him. One grandson of Constantine took the Eastern part of the empire with Constantinople as his capital. The Greek Orthodox Catholics followed him. Each group developed different theology and practices and rituals. Each group excommunicated the other for heresy in 1094 ACE. The hatred toward each other was greater than toward Muslims and Jews. Byzantine Civilization by Steven Runciman page 100; See Jews G-d and History by Max I. Dimont page 221, 222. Each group represented itself as the true Universal religion for mankind. Each group was monopolistic.

There existed no middle ground or compromise. The only alternative given was to have their rivals convert to their brand of truth or be exterminated. ONE CAN WONDER WHAT WOULD HAVE HAPPENED WOULD THEY HAVE POSSESSED ATOMIC WEAPONS?

This came to a head in 1183. Until that time the Christians did not feel strong enough to challenge each other. The Western Roman Empire fell in 600ACE from the attacks of the Vandals Visigoths Ostragoths and Huns. The new secular kings did not disturb the Roman Catholics dominance in religious matters. But they gave a prominent place to the Jews and used them as the middle class to build and maintain commerce in the Middle East and the Far East. The Jews' vast knowledge of the
physical sciences and languages was indispensable. All this lasted until 1100 and the Crusades. It was then that the Roman Catholics decided to exterminate the Greek Orthodox heresy as well as the Muslim heresy. The blood bath in 1183 by the Greeks against the Italians was a perfect pretext to exterminate them.

In 1575 before the 30 year war between Catholics and Protestants, 30,000 Protestants—every man woman and child were slaughtered by Catholics in their beds. Soon afterwards an equal number or more Catholics were killed by Protestants. Millions of Christians—Catholic and Protestant were killed in the 30 year war 1618-1648.

The common denominator of all the killings was when Europeans smelled that someone was weaker and defenseless he would be enslaved if not killed. This also explains the witch hunts and burnings of women like Joan of Arc the French heroine that led an army against the English and forced them to lift the siege of Orleans France in 1428. She was captured and sold to the British. She was tried on the charge of heresy sorcery and burned at the stake in 1431. TENS OR HUNDREDS OF THOUSAND WOMEN AND MEN WERE BURNED AT THE STAKE ON THE CHARGE OF SORCERY.

This disease even reached our shores in the famous hanging of 19 men and women suspected of witchcraft in Salem Massachusetts by the Pilgrims who wanted to establish their religion as the state religion that would be given police powers by the civil government. They did not tolerate any other Protestant Catholic and certainly not Jewish or Unitarian faith. Roger Williams escaped from Massachusetts and established in Rhode Island a settlement that was tolerant of other faiths. Fortunately by the end of the 1600's their bigoted ideas
were disavowed by the American people. The early settlement in New York City by the Dutch were also intolerant to Jews. However this attitude changed when the stockholders of the Netherlands trade company many of whom were Jewish ordered the governor to abolish his anti-Jewish edicts.

Pennsylvania Delaware Virginia and the other colonies although predominately Protestant tolerated other faiths. In the 1700's the colonists became more tolerant. By the time of the revolution freedom of speech and religion and the divorce of church and state became a central policy accepted as an article of faith by all the founders of the USA.

It is to the credit of the founding fathers of our Republic that they had the Divine sense of enacting a bill of rights to the Constitution of the USA. The first amendment divorces church from state. Freedom of religion and speech are guaranteed.

There existed a period of time that the founding fathers wanted the official language of this country to be Hebrew. Hebrew was studied in all the colleges in the USA before 1800. The Jewish Bible the Pentateuch inspired the founding fathers in their Declaration of Independence.

All the above mentioned killings were Christians killing Christians. How many millions of Christians and Muslims were killed in the 200-300 years of the Crusades? Over 200 or 300 million people were killed in the First Second World Wars and all the lesser wars from 1800-2007. Most of the people killed were Christians killing other Christians.
IT WAS A MIRACLE THAT THE Europeans did not possess the atom bomb all these years. Otherwise there would not have existed a world for the last 1700 years. It is very scary now how long the world will last.

Six million Jews were gassed and burned by the Nazis in 1940-1944. All the Europeans are guilty as accessories. When one is able to rescue another human and fails to do so-Rambam Rotzeach Ushmirot Haneefesh 1:13; or steals the haven that would enable another human from being saved that individual is guilty of being an accessory to murder. Rambam Rotzeach Ushmirot Haneefesh 2:2,3,4; Melochim 9:4

The British stole Palestine 1920-1939 and prevented the Jews from saving themselves from the Nazis. They are guilty as accessories to murder.

The Nazis were given a dress rehearsal and provided with 1700 years of precedents by the Europeans. This is not the fault of Christianity; but it is Europeans who corrupted Christianity. Would the Europeans in 315-1944 have elected Islam Hinduism Zoroastrianism Buddhism or have remained with the Greek and Roman pagan religions they would have corrupted any thing they would have touched.
The Europeans created a holocaust and massacred six million native Indians in North and South America from 1500-1800.

This was the dress rehearsal for the holocaust of the Jews by the same Europeans who used the Nazis as the fall guys. Now they are using Hamas Fatah Hizbulah and Al Queda and other terrorists to kill Jews in Israel.

Will Durant writing in Lessons of History states that over a period of the last 3400 years there exists only 150 years that there were no wars and killing. That occurred when the pagan Roman emperors were in power.

In India among the Hindus who believe in transmigration of the souls of gods and humans even to the bodies of animals birds and insects, these creatures are not killed. It is better to be an ant in India among the Hindus than an emperor among the Europeans.

However animals birds and insects are treated better than people. This was true in ancient Persia and Egypt, as well, that also worshiped animals and birds as gods. They also believed that a god or another human’s soul was by transmigration in the body of the animal bird rodent or insect. In the ancient Egyptian Temples calves, cows, snakes, crocodiles, alligators, birds would roam free. The emblem on the headgear of the ancient Pharaohs was a picture of a snake and a prey bird—the falcon. The emblem to this day for physicians is a picture of a
Bloodshed in continuous wars plagued Egypt, Persia, and India. Since early history, internal strife and civil wars have ravaged India. Even in modern times, Hindus kill Sikhs and Muslims and vice versa. That is why the British in 1947 separated them into India and Pakistan.

The Hindus, historically, have a low caste that are untouchables and are discriminated against. They also kill by burning the widow the day her husband dies. That custom has been abolished in recent times.

No wonder that the Church and the secular authorities in Europe and later in Poland and Russia since 1200's feared the influence of the Jews and insisted that they be segregated in Ghettos. See The Ghetto by Louis Wirth pages 22-33; Jewish Life in the Middle Ages by Israel Abrahams pages 62-69, 161, 332, 409.

They had nothing to fear that the non-Jew would adopt the restrictive Mitzvohs - rituals of the Jew from cradle to grave; or even his pure monotheism. The Christian gospel was more appealing.

It was not the fear that the non-Jew would adopt the Jewish
rituals. All the rituals are transcendent to human understanding. For one not born Jewish he/she is not required to observe them and there exists no logical reason for him/her to adopt them. They are not humane rational laws. Why then all the paranoia?

What they feared was the example of Jews being tolerant having compassion for everyone regardless of faith color sex or national origin. Jews never settled disputes with dissident sects and heretical movements with the sword. JEWS USE REASONING AND PERSUASION. The fall back default position -the worst possible contingency- the heretical view persists. So what. We are not G-d’s policemen. Let G-d himself deal with the heretics. It is not our task to save all the souls of men. If a=b, it is true that a can not =c. But it is not my job to make sure that all men state that a=b and not c even if I have the power to force every man to acknowledge that a=b and not c. Otherwise you create genocide and destroy the world. If G-d wants all men to have one universal religion let G-d make an appearance daily all over the world and announce this fact. Just like G-d appeared at Mt. Sinai 3400 years ago in front of millions of Jews and non Jews and gave the Ten Commandments, so too let Him
duplicate Revelation daily for all humanity.

IN THAT WAY ALL DISPUTES WILL BE SETTLED.

Since there exists no daily revelation G-d by default is quite happy that there exists a multitude of people each expressing their vision and belief who G-d is and what G-d wants.

As long as they do not hurt and
certainly not kill other people IT IS OK.
The American first amendment to the constitution of freedom of speech and religion and divorce of the state and the church is the kernel of Judaism. Democracy is what Europeans feared for the last 1700 years.

See Kuzri in defense of Judaism and why Jews do not accept Christianity. See Edward Gibbon The Triumph of Christendom in the Roman Empire page 8. This is the argument the early Jewish Christians the Ebyonim gave why Jews do not accept the message of Paul that the Jewish ritual Laws-all the Mitzvos have been superseded by the New Covenant- Christianity and are no longer valid.

G-d is truth. Israel and the Torah are equally the truth and will exist eternally. All humans are the truth and the Seven Nohadite Mitzvos Principles of humanity are the truth and will exist to eternity.

Jews tolerate dissent and even heretical views.

Europeans for 1700 year feared democracy.

That was the reason Hitler and the Nazis had to get rid of the Jews, if he was going to enslave the world.
Hitler and the Nazis were not an anomaly; but the legitimate son of 1700 years of European "civilization".

I know of a case of a Jewish Student 50 years ago who was accepted in a university for a masters program. His philosophy professors warned him that if he wanted to pass his course he must abandon the Jewish idea that Jews are the chosen people. The professor assigned a term paper with the topic -what is my philosophy in life. The student wrote that his philosophy was Judaism and summarized Judaism that Judaism is freedom of speech religion and divorce of state and church. The Jewish concept of being chosen is that G-d selected the Jews to achieve immortality by observing the Mitzvos the ritual Chukim non rational laws in addition to the Seven Nohadite principles of humanity recorded in the Talmud and summarized in the Shulchan Aruch -The Code of Laws. G-d chose all non Jews to observe the Seven Nohadite principles of humanity. In that way they achieve immortality. The philosophy professor failed this student. Upon asking the professor why he was failed, the reply was "I WARNED YOU".

He made up this course and received a passing grade and thus fulfilled all his course requirements. He was now ready to write his thesis. He was, however, warned by one of the faculty that this same philosophy professor who failed him was on the committee who passes or fails applicants in their thesis. He was advised to take another six
credits that would substitute for a thesis. The student insisted on his US constitutional rights and wrote a thesis. The philosophy professor failed him and he did not receive his masters degree.

It is obvious that the professor was not a loose wheel. He was carrying out the policy of the college. The student held the college responsible.

This college was using marks of passing and failing as coercion to dictate their anti-Judaic and blatantly Anti-Semitic agenda.

IF Jews were not welcome he was not going to push to remain or get a degree.
He did not want them.

The ball was now in the court of this student. Now he was in control. He made a profit cost analysis. He decided that he did not want a degree from such a university. He had completed the 24 credits in 4 months and completed the additional course to compensate for the philosophy course in 3 weeks. So it was no big deal to switch all these credits to another university.

The student decided not to sue the university because he was ashamed to display any degree from a university that was bigoted. The university had no Catholic Muslim or Jewish students. There were no students of color. It goes without saying that this university did not have any professors who were Muslim Catholic Jewish or of color.

There were no women professors.

THE STUDENT DID NOT WANT TO HAVE ANYTHING TO DO WITH SUCH AN ANTI-SEMITIC INSTITUTION. IN ADDITION THEY ALSO WERE RACISTS AND SEXISTS. . .
THIS IS THE ADVISE FOR LONGEVITY - NOT TO HAVE ANY BUSINESS WITH PEOPLE WHO UPSET YOU AND ARE UNREASONABLE OR DISHONEST.

In addition he wisely decided to spend his energy time and money and enter another career. He received a degree from another university that is considered one of the top universities in the world. He achieved security, financial success and satisfaction in his new choice. Would he have sued and won he would have remained for the rest of his life in a low paid job with very little security.

Every thing in life has a silver lining. We may not be able to control what other people do to us. But we can control - to an extent - how we react. The measure of a wise man is what and how one reacts to injustice.

The secret of Jewish survival is not to blow your top and avenge every injustice, but to be pragmatic and move on to survive.
When the Ten Tribes of Israel were exiled by the Assyrians 2700 years ago the Rabbis of the Talmud absolved them from observing Judaism, if doing so would endanger their lives. See my Responsa on Four Parts of Shulchan Aruch vol 3 chapter 19.

SURVIVAL OVER RIDES ALL LAWS.

See what the Talmud discusses the Ten Lost Tribes - Talmud Baavali Sanehdrin 110b;94 ;Megila 14b

They now were freed from the restrictions imposed by Judaism. They now had the flexibility of engaging in any conduct to ensure their survival. When they would have the opportunity they could always return and join Judaism again. At the most they would have to convert back to Judaism in a conditional conversion. If they are really Jews no conversion is necessary. If not, they presently are converting.

This is the procedure that certain Rabbinical authorities require Jews who were lost to Judaism for hundreds or thousands of years to undertake. This is the procedure that Jews coming from Ethiopia the Fallasha Jews; from India the Benai Menashe; or coming from Burma Afghanistan have to follow. There exists millions of Jews who claim that they come from the Ten Tribes. These Jews are in addition to many non Jewish sects who have adopted Christianity who claim they are descendants from the Ten Lost Tribes. Such a sect existed in Great Britain.
As a rule in the great majority of cases the anusim - the Jews forced to convert in Spain and Portugal married only within their own group. They did not intermarry. This fact was established as Jewish law in Aruch Hashulchon Even Hoezer 3:16. If one of the descendants of the anusim claims that they are descendants of the priestly tribe of Aaron they are believed. If they want to marry a Jew there exists no problem. See Aruch Hashulchon Yoreh Dayoh 268:14. Other authorities - the Aruch Hashulchon - writes that each case be separately investigated. Rabbi Feinstein in Igros Moshe insists that the anusim or Jews claiming that they are descendants of the Lost Ten Tribes undergo a conditional conversion.
The lesson to be learned from 1700 years of history is that

the Jew

must have a country of his own,

otherwise he will not survive any place on this planet.

The survival of the State of Israel is an

existential issue

for every Jew in the world.